You are invited to visit the ISI website to read news on the following:

**Messages**

**ISI President’s Message April 2016**  
Read about the visit of the ISI Executive Committee to Marrakech, the preparations for the 61st ISI WSC and [more>>](#).

**World Statistics Congress**

**61st ISI World Statistics Congress 2017 - Marrakech, Morocco**  
Submissions for Special Topic Session proposals are now open and will close on 15 August 2016. [More>>](#)  
**Proceedings of the 60th ISI WSC in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**  
The final version of the Proceedings is now available. [More>>](#)

**Prizes and Awards**

**The International Prize in Statistics**  

**Journals**

**International Statistical Review (ISR)**  
Discover the April 2016 issue of ISR now available on [Wiley Online Library](#).

**Other News**

**The Andreas V. Georgiou Legal Defence Fund**  
The crowdfunding initiative for the Andreas V. Georgiou Legal Defence Fund is launched. [More>>](#)

**Member News**

**In Memoriam**  
It is with great sadness that we announce the sudden death of Professor Tim Dunne on 17th of April 2016. As an active and devoted member of the ISI, Prof. Dunne played an indispensable role in the work of various ISI Committees. He was also member of the ISI Council from 2007-2011. Prof.
Dunne’s death is an enormous loss for the ISI and we will miss him greatly. We extend our sincere condolences to his wife and all of the Dunne family.

### Association News

**IAOS News April 2016**
- Initiative for supporting the former President of the Hellenic Statistical Authority Andreas V. Georgiou
- IAOS16 Conference - Abu Dhabi, 6 - 8 December 2016
- SJIAOS March 2016
- NTSS Conference 2017
- 69th Summer Institute in Survey Research Techniques
  More>>

**IASC News April 2016**
First Call for Papers for the 1st Latin American Conference on Statistical Computing - Gramado, RS, Brazil, 22-24 July 2016. The conference is sponsored by the Brazilian Statistical Association and the International Association for Statistical Computing. More>>

**IASE News April 2016**

**IASS News April 2016**
News from IASS sponsored conferences, 61st ISI WSC IPS proposals related to IASS and how one can contribute to the July issue of The Survey Statistician. More>>

**TIES News April 2016**

---

**Contact**
If you have any news, suggestions or wishes, please contact isipo.news@gmail.com.
You may also e-mail us information you would like to share with others.

With my best regards,

Ada van Krimpen – ISI Director

www.isi-web.org

---
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